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C. Connected monitored ports > Priority > HA uptime > FortiGate Serial number 
D. Connected monitored ports > Priority > System uptime > FortiGate Serial number 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 51 
Which statements best describe auto discovery VPN (ADVPN). (Choose two.) 
 
A. It requires the use of dynamic routing protocols so that spokes can learn the routes to other 

spokes. 
B. ADVPN is only supported with IKEv2. 
C. Tunnels are negotiated dynamically between spokes. 
D. Every spoke requires a static tunnel to be configured to other spokes so that phase 1 and phase 2 

proposals are defined in advance. 
 
Correct Answer: AC 
 
 
QUESTION 52 
Which CLI command will display sessions both from client to the proxy and from the proxy to the 
servers? 
 
A. diagnose wad session list 
B. diagnose wad session list | grep hook-pre&&hook-out 
C. diagnose wad session list | grep hook=pre&&hook=out 
D. diagnose wad session list | grep "hook=pre"&"hook=out" 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 53 
What types of traffic and attacks can be blocked by a web application firewall (WAF) profile? 
(Choose three.) 
 
A. Traffic to botnetservers 
B. Traffic to inappropriate web sites 
C. Server information disclosure attacks 
D. Credit card data leaks 
E. SQL injection attacks 
 
Correct Answer: CDE 
 
 
QUESTION 54 
What is the limitation of using a URL list and application control on the same firewall policy, in 
NGFW policy-based mode? 
 
A. It limits the scope of application control to the browser-based technology category only. 
B. It limits the scope of application control to scan application traffic based on application category 

only. 
C. It limits the scope of application control to scan application traffic using parent signatures only 
D. It limits the scope of application control to scan application traffic on DNS protocol only. 
 
Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 55 
An administrator observes that the port1 interface cannot be configured with an IP address. What 
can be the reasons for that? (Choose three.) 
 
A. The interface has been configured for one-arm sniffer. 
B. The interface is a member of a virtual wire pair. 
C. The operation mode is transparent. 
D. The interface is a member of a zone. 
E. Captive portal is enabled in the interface. 
 
Correct Answer: ABC 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 56 
Which two statements ate true about the Security Fabric rating? (Choose two.) 
 
A. It provides executive summaries of the four largest areas of security focus. 
B. Many of the security issues can be fixed immediately by clicking Apply where available. 
C. The Security Fabric rating must be run on the root FortiGate device in the Security Fabric. 
D. The Security Fabric rating is a free service that comes bundled with alt FortiGate devices. 
 
Correct Answer: BC 
 
 
QUESTION 57 
Which of the following are purposes of NAT traversal in IPsec? (Choose two.) 
 
A. To detect intermediary NAT devices in the tunnel path. 
B. To dynamically change phase 1 negotiation mode aggressive mode. 
C. To encapsulation ESP packets in UDP packets using port 4500. 
D. To force a new DH exchange with each phase 2 rekey. 
 
Correct Answer: AC 
 
 
QUESTION 58 
An administrator is configuring an Ipsec between site A and siteB. The Remotes Gateway setting 
in both sites has been configured as Static IP Address. For site A, the local quick mode selector 
is 192.16.1.0/24 and the remote quick mode selector is 192.16.2.0/24. How must the 
administrator configure the local quick mode selector for site B? 
 
A. 192.168.3.0/24 
B. 192.168.2.0/24 
C. 192.168.1.0/24 
D. 192.168.0.0/8 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 59 
What is the effect of enabling auto-negotiate on the phase 2 configuration of an IPsec tunnel? 
 
A. FortiGate automatically negotiates different local and remote addresses with the remote peer. 
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B. FortiGate automatically negotiates a new security association after the existing security 
association expires. 

C. FortiGate automatically negotiates different encryption and authentication algorithms with the 
remote peer. 

D. FortiGate automatically brings up the IPsec tunnel and keeps it up, regardless of activity on the 
IPsec tunnel. 

 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 60 
If Internet Service is already selected as Source in a firewall policy, which other configuration 
objects can be added to the Source filed of a firewall policy? 
 
A. IP address 
B. Once Internet Service is selected, no other object can be added 
C. User or User Group 
D. FQDN address 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 61 
Which three CLI commands can you use to troubleshoot Layer 3 issues if the issue is in neither 
the physical layer nor the link layer? (Choose three.) 
 
A. diagnose sys top 
B. execute ping 
C. execute traceroute 
D. diagnose sniffer packet any 
E. get system arp 
 
Correct Answer: BCD 
 
 
QUESTION 62 
Which two types of traffic are managed only by the management VDOM? (Choose two.) 
 
A. FortiGuard web filter queries 
B. PKI 
C. Traffic shaping 
D. DNS 
 
Correct Answer: AD 
 
 
QUESTION 63 
Which of the following statements is true regarding SSL VPN settings for an SSL VPN portal? 
 
A. By default, FortiGate uses WINS servers to resolve names. 
B. By default, the SSL VPN portal requires the installation of a client's certificate. 
C. By default, split tunneling is enabled. 
D. By default, the admin GUI and SSL VPN portal use the same HTTPS port. 
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Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 64 
Which two VDOMs are the default VDOMs created when FortiGate is set up in split VDOM 
mode? (Choose two.) 
 
A. FG-traffic 
B. Mgmt 
C. FG-Mgmt 
D. Root 
 
Correct Answer: AD 
 
 
QUESTION 65 
A team manager has decided that, while some members of the team need access to a particular 
website, the majority of the team does not Which configuration option is the most effective way to 
support this request? 
 
A. Implement a web filter category override for the specified website 
B. Implement a DNS filter for the specified website. 
C. Implement web filter quotas for the specified website 
D. Implement web filter authentication for the specified website. 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 66 
Which two statements are correct regarding FortiGate HA cluster virtual IP addresses? (Choose 
two.) 
 
A. Heartbeat interfaces have virtual IP addresses that are manually assigned. 
B. A change in the virtual IP address happens when a FortiGate device joins or leaves the cluster. 
C. Virtual IP addresses are used to distinguish between cluster members. 
D. The primary device in the cluster is always assigned IP address 169.254.0.1. 
 
Correct Answer: BD 
 
 
QUESTION 67 
What inspection mode does FortiGate use if it is configured as a policy-based next-generation 
firewall (NGFW)? 
 
A. Full Content inspection 
B. Proxy-based inspection 
C. Certificate inspection 
D. Flow-based inspection 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 68 
Which three authentication timeout types are availability for selection on FortiGate? (Choose 
three.) 
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